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KEY POINTS

� Unipolar electrograms are voltage signals that reflect time-varying extracellular currents. Bipolar
electrograms provide differential extracellular voltages along an axis and resemble a local direc-
tional derivative. Both are based on the fundamental concept of electric fields in tissues. Omnipolar
electrograms are derived from a clique, a group of nearby electrodes that generate bipolar signals
from multiple directions. They are electrode and catheter-orientation independent.

� Omnipolar electrograms provide wavefront characteristics, such as amplitude, timing, direction,
and speed, in physiologically relevant directions located at the center of the electrode clique.
This enables determinations of a maximal bipolar voltage amplitude termed OT Vmax, the general-
ization of peak-to-peak in the presence of directionality, and is not affected by catheter orientation
and is less sensitive to electrode distance for small cliques.

� Specialized catheters and three-dimensional mapping system software enable omnipolar electro-
grams and derived quantities to be generated and displayed in real-time.

� Omnipolar electrograms during atrial fibrillation are significantly less influenced by directional fac-
tors, allowing for robust and consistent substrate assessment.

� Mapping the ventricles using an equispaced electrode grid catheter and omnipolar electrograms
can provide reliable substrate assessment within infarcted and noninfarcted regions of the ventri-
cles to aid in determining ablation targets, such as a lesion gap or an isthmus.
INTRODUCTION

Cardiac mapping is an essential tool in arrhythmia
diagnosis and treatment. Mapping information ob-
tained from signal processing and image display
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characterizes the propagation of electrical waves,
whereas its signal amplitude (millivolt) has been
used as a surrogate to determine the health of un-
derlying cardiac substrate. These two EGM fea-
tures are the primary tools for cardiac mapping
and, as such, the diagnosis and treatment of
arrhythmias.
Traditionally, two types of EGMs are used for

cardiac mapping: unipolar and bipolar. Unipolar
EGMs are signals from a single electrode with a
distant reference electrode providing measure-
ments of change in extracellular voltage over
time. Unipolar EGMs are non-directional but are
susceptible to low-frequency noise, such as far-
field or movement artifacts.1–3 In contrast, bipolar
EGMs are signals from a pair of neighboring elec-
trodes and provide localized measurements of the
myocardium. Although bipolar EGMs are less sus-
ceptible to low-frequency noise, they are greatly
affected by the direction of wavefront propagation
relative to the electrode pair1,2 as shown in Fig. 1.
Bipolar EGM measurements are also dependent
on other parameters, such as electrode distance,
electrode size, wavefront speed, and extent of
activation.4–8 Most importantly, neither bipoles
nor unipoles can provide wavefront characteris-
tics, such as speed and direction, at a single loca-
tion or voltages along the wavefront direction.
We recently introduced a novel type of EGM, the

omnipolar EGM, for cardiac mapping.9,10 Omnipo-
lar EGMs combine the strengths of unipolar and
bipolar EGMs such that they are direction-
insensitive and locally derived. In essence, omni-
polar EGMs are orientation-independent, virtual
bipolar EGMs that are aligned along the direction
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Fig. 1. Problem of directionality. Bipolar electro-
grams are useful in assessing local characteristics of
the myocardium; however, they are catheter-
orientation and wave-direction dependent. For a
given wave direction within the same area, two
orthogonal electrode orientations provide different
bipolar electrograms in amplitude and timing. LAT
derived at the -dV/dt from these two electrograms
have several milliseconds difference from each other.
Moreover, the bipolar electrode along the wave di-
rection has a significantly larger bipolar electrogram
amplitude compared with a bipolar electrode across
a wave.
of a wavefront that is anatomically and physiolog-
ically meaningful. Furthermore, omnipolar EGMs
provide localized and time-consistent measures,
such as maximal voltage and activation speed
and direction, to enable electrophysiologists to
create maps that closely represent the underlying
physiology of the myocardium.
TROUBLE WITH TRADITION

LATs derived from either unipolar or bipolar EGMs
over myocardial surfaces are used to create wave
propagation maps to demonstrate activation se-
quences. There is, however, a continuing debate
on the manner of timing annotations (eg, steepest
negative or positive slope, minimum, maximum,
first and/or last deflection, barycenter) especially
in the case of bipolar EGMs because they
are affected by numerous factors.11,12 Unipolar
–dV/dt is closely associated with action potential
phase 0, rapid depolarization, but in practice, tem-
poral uncertainty results over up to several milli-
seconds of the downslope of the signal due to
local heterogeneities of activation, noise, and
low-frequency baseline wander. Bipolar signals
are less susceptible to noise (common mode is
rejected) and filtering greatly attenuates baseline
wander and so are often preferred. However,
bipole directional effects may produce several mil-
liseconds of temporal uncertainty of their own, as
polarities may reverse and directional influences
on amplitude may take effect. This is clearly shown
in Fig. 1 where the -dV/dt of the same wave are
temporally different to each other. Also, interoper-
ator differences on timing annotation lead to in-
consistencies in LAT values, which therefore
affect wave propagation profiles created post
hoc. Although the resulting maps are often
adequate over large regions and intervals of
time, they can create locally unreliable and unre-
producible characterizations of activation.
A variety of approaches using combinations of

bipoles, unipoles, and time annotation criteria
have been implemented for mapping.13,14 Unfor-
tunately, automatic algorithms incorporating
such combined heuristic rules continue to facili-
tate temporal uncertainty. As such LAT values
must be collected over an extended amount of
time, over great areas of the myocardium to
obtain a broadly accurate depiction of wave prop-
agation. This low-resolution practice is time
consuming because it involves spatial mapping
first and then post-hoc processing and activation
analysis of collected data, without any options for
live mapping.
Measurements of peak-to-peak voltages (Vpp)

from either unipolar or bipolar EGMs are used to
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assess myocardial health and to survey for impor-
tant substrate features, such as lesion gaps and
isthmuses, which were found to be responsible
for the maintenance and/or generation of
arrhythmia.15,16 Because unipolar EGMs are
greatly affected by far-field effects, this could
overestimate true Vpp values. Bipolar EGMs are
dependent on orientation such that bipolar elec-
trodes oriented along a wavefront produce an
EGMwith maximal bipolar Vpp, whereas those ori-
ented across a wavefront measure a minimal bipo-
lar Vpp. Optimizing bipolar Vpp measurements is
challenging, especially in vivo, because it requires
prior knowledge of the activation direction (AD)
and complete control of catheter orientation. In
addition to directionality, electrode pairs spaced
widely apart, as in ablation catheters, can produce
large Vpps and closely spaced electrodes, as
seen in modern mapping arrays, produce small
Vpps.6–8 These factors create unreliable and non-
reproducible characterization of the cardiac
substrate.

Ironically, these EGM features and procedures
that are fundamental to current cardiac mapping
A

Fig. 2. (A) The traveling wave concept. Omnipolar electro
uniform traveling wave. Such a wave represents the activa
myocardium. Illustrated is a traveling wave with constan
extracellular voltages as electric field loops is similar to a t
cession of local cardiac activation. (B) Omnipolar electrog
resents the spatial development of extracellular voltages
Such extracellular voltages are represented as an electric f
of a traveling wave are maintained in this representation,
component. Omnipolar electrograms are derived from th
Orientation-independent catheter-based characterization
2017;64(5):1067–77, with permission).
practices are themselves weaknesses and have
not seen major innovation for almost a century.
This realization fuels the need for standardized
tools and methods that provide measurements
with greater physiologic significance. These are
the issues that omnipolar EGMs attempt to
resolve. In the following section, we provide a
description and derivation of omnipolar EGMs tar-
geted to math-friendly clinicians.
OMNIPOLAR ELECTROGRAMS

Omnipolar EGMs take advantage of the direc-
tional properties of electric field (E-field) of a
traveling wavefront on the surface of the myocar-
dium (Fig. 2A) to produce consistent, physiologi-
cally pertinent, beat-by-beat measurements as
introduced by Deno and colleagues.9,10 An
intracardiac E-field is analogous to a traditional
vectorcardiogram (Fig. 2B) but substitutes
voltage signals from catheter electrodes for
surface electrocardiogram electrodes. We may
understand bipolar catheter signals as manifesta-
tions of more fundamental currents and E-fields
B

grams are based on the concept of electric fields of a
tion of propagation of tissues along the surface of the
t velocity v along the a-direction. Representation of
raditional vectorcardiogram, which describes the pro-
rams. An electric field drawn as a field of vectors rep-
as a wave traverses through an observation window.
ield loop that is evolving through time. Characteristics
such as the activation direction and normal-to-surface
ese components as presented. (From Deno DC, et al.
of myocardial activation. IEEE Trans Biomed Eng
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according to bipole direction and spacing.
Omnipolar EGMs are virtual bipolar EGMs
computed from nearby but differently directed
bipoles. Omnipole signals leverage a local trav-
eling wave model of propagation to avoid direc-
tional dependence and instead determine
directions and corresponding signals of physio-
logic significance.
We begin our explanation of omnipolar EGMs

and mapping with a simple two-dimensional array
of electrodes laid out on a square grid and on a
myocardial surface. Adjacent sets of three elec-
trodes are referred to as cliques and produce three
bipolar signals, two orthogonal and one diagonal.
In keeping with a vector treatment, we note that
there are three displacement vectors between
electrode pairs and denote them in a 2 � 3 matrix
dX. There is a correspondingly ordered set of uni-
polar voltage differences (bipoles) among these
three electrodes we denote by a 3 � 1 vector
dF. Assuming clique electrodes are spaced
closely enough that the 2 � 1 E-field vector E is
essentially constant, from physics and matrix
algebra we write dF 5 - dXT E. We then note the
least-squares solution for the time-varying E-field
using pseudoinverse (dXT)1 and assuming the
electrode locations are effectively unchanged dur-
ing depolarization is

E(t) 5 �(dXT)1 dF(t).

From the time-varying two-dimensional E-field
E(t) we may solve for bipolar voltages in different
directions and with different electrode spacings
and bring in unipole signals F(t) to determine con-
duction velocity (CV) and AD in a manner that
does not rely on accurate time differences
between nearby electrodes. Like the vectorcar-
diogram, E(t) traces out a loop during depolariza-
tion beginning near the origin when isoelectric,
changing rapidly during depolarization, and
returning to isoelectric when done. We exactly
recover constituent bipole voltages when multi-
plying E(t) by the interelectrode spacing s and
projecting the resulting voltage loop V(t) 5 s E(t)
onto the orthogonal bipole directions. So, one
interpretation of the E-field loop is that it is a
fundamental entity and bipoles in any direction
may be obtained from it. We know that when local
bipoles are oriented in certain directions, their
amplitudes can be much smaller than in other di-
rections. When we gauge the health of myocar-
dium we tend to ask how large can the
amplitude be. The proper generalization of
peak-to-peak amplitude of an ordinary 1D bipole
signal is the span of the voltage loop, a quantity
we designate as OT Vmax.
Local propagation speed and direction are
determined in a revolutionary way using the rela-
tionship between unipole and omnipole signals. If
a wavefront near clique electrodes is moving pri-
marily in one direction at a roughly constant speed
and producing similar unipolar EGM shapes and
amplitudes it satisfies conditions of a traveling
wave. The E-field, up to a negative sign, is essen-
tially the spatial derivative of the unipolar potential
field. As shown elsewhere,9,10 traveling waves
possess a special relationship between the time
and spatial derivatives of their unipolar waveforms.
The spatial derivative (in the direction of activation)
with units of mV/mm has the identical shape as the
temporal derivative _4 (units of mV/ms). They differ
by a multiplicative constant, that is, the CV speed.
Designating the AD as unit vector ba , we recognize
it is possible to determine an AD arrow by finding
the angle that maximizes a cross-correlation

AD 5 ba 5 argmax
a

fxcorrð _4ðtÞ;EðtÞ , aÞg

We introduce Ea as shorthand for the E-field
signal in the direction of activation EaðtÞ5EðtÞ,ba
and Eapp for its peak-to-peak amplitude. Bringing
back properties of a traveling wave approximation
we may now solve for CV speed in units of mm/ms
as a ratio of amplitudes.

CV 5
_4pp

Eapp

This method of determining CV is not dependent
on LAT; thus it differentiates itself from the
time annotation-based mapping strategies. To
conclude, an omnipolar EGM is an E-field based
signal obtained from nearby bipolar and unipolar
EGMs and electrode locations. Omnipolar EGMs
do not depend on catheter-wavefront orientation
and are instead linked to relevant anatomic and
physiologic directions. Derived characteristics
such as signal amplitude and conduction velocity
are determined as outlined above and further
explained by Deno and colleagues.9
VALIDATION OF OMNIPOLAR
ELECTROGRAMS

Omnipolar mapping technology (OT) has been
validated to rigorous standards using electrical
and optical approaches and in various media (ie
cardiac myocyte monolayers, cardiac tissue con-
structs, small and large isolated animal hearts,
and diseased isolated human hearts) by Massé
and colleagues.17,18 A physiologic traveling wave
was established with a cardiac myocyte mono-
layer under paced conditions. Each monolayer
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was electrically mapped on a glass dish with an
embedded two-dimensional microelectrode array.
Some monolayers were also optically mapped
while exhibiting rotational events. Data from these
monolayers were processed with the omnipolar al-
gorithm to show a vector field representative of
ADs that closely corresponded to optical mapping
results. This exercise validated OT AD and the
traveling wave concept in real media with electrical
and optical waves.

OT was further validated using only optical map-
ping data gathered from cardiac tissue constructs
with perfusion channels. Here we showed that with
complex structures coupled with well-behaved
waves and reentrant activity, the concept of
omnipolar signals from traveling action potential
waves holds as well.

For small healthy isolated animal hearts, we pre-
sented a novel set up for simultaneous optical and
electrical mapping, which has allowed for a direct
comparison of electrical measurements with a
grid catheter against an optical gold standard
(Fig. 3A–F). The unique make of the grid catheter
allowed us to stitch the catheter on the epicardium
while imaging from the gaps separating each spline
where myocardial tissues were exposed to a light-
sensitive camera. In this study, we found that ADs
and CVs calculated from optical mapping data us-
ing traditional LAT methods have similar values to
the ones calculated from omnipolar EGMs.

We also mapped diseased isolated human
hearts during pacing using a high-density elec-
trode plaque with 112 channels arranged in an 8
� 14 grid. Similar to our small isolated animal
hearts, even in diseased tissues, we found that
ADs and CVs derived from omnipolar EGMs have
values similar to those derived with traditional
LAT methods using electrical data.

Finally, omnipolar methodology was validated in
porcine atria in vivo using the same grid catheter
by mapping around the sinoatrial node to repre-
sent an activation focus (Fig. 3G). The vector fields
generated from this study clearly show the utility of
E-fields in cardiac mapping.

The previouslymentioned studies provide strong
proof-of-concept for the use of omnipolar EGMs
for determining conduction vectors, which paves
theway for its use in preclinical and clinical studies.
OMNIPOLAR MAPPING APPLICATIONS IN THE
ATRIA

Voltage assessment is crucial for assessment of
health and arrhythmia mechanism in the atria. Ev-
idence from experimental and clinical studies sug-
gest that an underlying atrial fibrotic substrate as
delineated by low-voltage areas (LVA) plays a
key role in development of atrial fibrillation (AF)
drivers and foci that maintain AF.19–21 Assessing
the underlying fibrotic substrate is currently under-
taken by creating electroanatomic bipolar voltage
maps. However, bipolar voltage amplitude is influ-
enced by several factors, such as electrode char-
acteristics (eg size, spacing, and orientation),
wavefront speed and direction, and tissue struc-
ture. Omnipolar EGMs offer an alternative to map-
ping the atria with traditional bipolar EGMs in a
manner better suited to complex and time-
varying AF mechanisms, such as wave collisions
and fractionations.

Haldar and colleagues22,23 expanded on efforts
by Deno and colleagues10,24 to introduce the
concept of maximal bipolar voltage derived from
omnipolar EGMs. Intuitively, we expect that bipo-
lar EGMs with maximal Vpp will be measured
when the bipole is oriented in the AD, ba . However,
the AD must be known first to properly align the
bipole and this is not always practical. Instead
we rely on EGM signals from a voltage loop V(t),
like the E-field loop of Fig. 2A, and determine
OT Vmax from the maximal span of the loop.
This is the proper generalization into two dimen-
sions of the Vpp of a one-dimensional signal.
This is challenging to obtain in vivo using tradi-
tional methods because it is difficult to align a
bipole with the loop’s maximal extent. Instead,
an omnipolar EGM signal is mathematically deter-
mined in any direction in which a virtual bipolar
EGM is derived. The derivation of this maximal
bipole axis cm and maximal bipole amplitude
Vmax has been previously presented by Haldar
and colleagues23 where it was found to be espe-
cially useful when mapping a substrate during AF.

Substrate mapping during AF with traditional bi-
polar voltages poses significant challenges
because of AF’s complex mechanism. The pres-
ence of wave collisions and fractionation results
in low bipolar Vpp, which is exacerbated by
orientation-dependence of bipolar EGMs. This re-
sults in substrate maps that have unnecessarily
large LVA, which could be erroneous targets for
radiofrequency ablation. An E-field treatment al-
lows for the calculation of OT EGMs and Vmax to
improve the fidelity of atrial substrate maps and
better delineate LVA during AF. This may delineate
more focused targets for ablation beyond simple
pulmonary vein isolation without the need for
global mapping to identify electrophysiologic
mechanisms that co-locate with LVAs (Fig. 4A).

Within the same study, we incorporated infor-
mation gained from substrate mapping using
EGMs with corresponding vector fields to charac-
terize spatial and temporal wavefront organization.
As expected, AF omnipole-based vector fields



Fig. 3. Validation of omnipolar methodology. (Top) The concept of omnipolar electrograms was extensively vali-
dated through in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo experiments. Shown is a simultaneous optical and electrical mapping
of the epicardium of an isolated rabbit heart during pacing with the star indicating the pacing location. Tradi-
tional LAT-based methods were used to create isochronal maps from optical (A) and electrical (D) data. LAT-
based vector fields were derived from both types of mapping data (B for optical and E for electrical) showing
calculated speed and direction of wave propagation. Finally, omnipole-based vector fields (C, F) were calculated
and were found to be a close match with traditional tools. (Bottom) Omnipole-based vector fields were validated
in vivo in a porcine atria model using a grid-like catheter (G). In this model, it shows that omnipole-based vector
fields accurately describe the outward propagation of tissue activation originating from the sinoatrial (SA) node.
(From Massé S et al. Resolving myocardial activation with novel omnipolar electrograms. Circ Arrythym Electro-
physiol 2016; 9; with permission).
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have great spatial and temporal disorganization.
From this we introduced a schema to improve
substrate mapping during AF (Fig. 4B). This
schema uses information of local organization of
omnipole-based vector fields to signify coherence.
We defined coherence as the organization of a 2 �
2 cluster of omnipolar unit vectors within a map-
ping area. If the average length of the unit vectors
within a cluster is almost 1, it means that all four
vectors essentially point in one direction and
hence this cluster is included in highly coherent
cluster. However, if the average length of the vec-
tors within a cluster is close to 0, it means that vec-
tors point in different, opposing directions, and
hence they are included in a noncoherent cluster.
Clusters with a high coherence may be included
in a resultant voltage map, whereas those less
than a certain threshold (<0.5 coherence) were
excluded. This schema allows an operator to
create a substrate map with better delineation of
areas where collision and fractionation occur to
better localize radiofrequency ablation treatments.



Fig. 4. Mapping atrial fibrillation with omnipolar electrograms. (A) Omnipolar electrograms (OTEGMs) could aid in
defining areas of atrial substrate for ablation during AF. Because of wave fractionation and collisions, in addition
to the orientation dependence of traditional bipolar EGMs, mapping substrate during AF yields maps that are
generally low voltage. Because OTEGMs are catheter- and wave-orientation-independent, it provides a better rep-
resentation of the substrate throughout the AF cycle since the maximal Vpp is obtained along the activation di-
rection. (B) To build more robust substrate maps, we introduced a scheme where the organization of associated
omnipolar vector fields are used as a guide to populate a resultant substrate map. Such a map could be used to
localize areas of the substrate where wave collisions and fractionation occur as targets for radiofrequency abla-
tion treatments. (From Haldar SK, et al. Resolving bipolar electrogram voltages during atrial fibrillation using om-
nipolar mapping. Circ Arrhythm Electrophysiol. 2017; 10(19); with permission).
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If implemented in a commercial mapping system,
this would provide rapid, high-density, orienta-
tion-independent assessment of the underlying
atrial substrate.
OMNIPOLAR MAPPING APPLICATIONS IN THE
VENTRICLES

The number of ventricular tachycardia (VT) abla-
tion procedures is increasing worldwide. During
the last decades, mapping procedures for local-
izing VT-harboring areas, either by substrate or
LAT, have evolved from intraoperative mapping
during cardiopulmonary bypass,25–27 to sequen-
tial point-by-point mapping with “large” elec-
trode ablation catheters with 3.5-mm tips,28–30

and then to high-density, multielectrode map-
ping.31–33 Advances in VT substrate mapping
commonly rely on the acquisition of large
numbers of points to resolve substrate features
and is time consuming. However, it is important
to recognize that high-density maps do not
necessarily better represent underlying myocar-
dial physiology. Traditional unipolar and bipolar
EGMs have disadvantages (eg, susceptibility to
noise and directionality, respectively) that
omnipolar EGMs try to work around, irrespective
of map point density. Overcoming these factors
is critical when ablating VTs in a hemodynami-
cally unstable patient to minimize procedure
time.
Omnipolar EGMs, together with regularly
spaced grid catheters, aim to provide physiologi-
cally relevant measurements of the substrate and
rapidly provide high-density maps. Recent works
by Porta-Sanchez and coworkers34,35 and Magti-
bay and coworkers36,37 demonstrated the use of
omnipolar EGMs in ex vivo and in vivo mapping
of ventricles. Both studies reinforced the concept
of catheter-orientation dependence of bipolar
measurements especially for voltage/substrate
mapping.

Magtibay and coworkers36,37 ex vivo work
focused on building a foundation for omnipolar
EGM mapping of ventricular myocardia. This pre-
clinical work reexamined the directional depen-
dence of bipolar EGMs for isolated animal and
human hearts using different grid arrays. OT
Vmax values provide the maximal bipolar Vpp in
any direction along the surface of the myocardium.
This was especially useful when delineating
diseased tissue to locate lesion gaps or isthmuses
that could be responsible for the initiation and/or
maintenance of a ventricular arrhythmia (Fig. 5A).
Because of the nature of omnipolar EGMs, a new
voltage threshold for isolating scar area was also
developed. Because OT Vmax always yields the
maximal bipolar voltage, the established voltage
thresholds currently used in clinical practice
(0.5 mV for dense scar) may not well-represent
the substrate. Magtibay came up with a threshold
value of 1.5 mV for dense scar on the epicardium,



Fig. 5. Ex vivo mapping of the ventricles with omnipolar electrograms. (A) Ex vivo work on isolated animal hearts
show the advantage of using omnipolar electrograms (OTEGM) in mapping the ventricles especially in the pres-
ence of an isthmus or lesion gap. Orientation-dependence of bipolar EGMs is re-emphasized such that a lesion
gap is misrepresented as a diseased area along one orientation and a normal area along another. OTEGMs, how-
ever, provide EGMs with maximal voltage values regardless of orientation. (B) Translating to substrate maps, bi-
polar EGMs portray two different profiles of the substrate depending on the orientation examined. OTEGMs,
however, illustrate a clear delineation between the two lesion islands and the isthmus that exist between
them. RF, radiofrequency. (From Magtibay K et al. Physiological assessment of ventricular myocardial voltage us-
ing omnipolar electrograms. J Am Heart Assoc. 2017; 6; with permission).
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three times larger than the standard value (1.5 mV).
This new threshold achieved fair sensitivity and
specificity values of 0.94 and 0.82, respectively
(Fig. 5B). With this threshold, OT Vmax-based
substrate maps closely match diseased areas
directly observed on the epicardium compared
with bipolar substrate maps.
Magtibay’s study also examined the consis-

tency of omnipolar Vmax-based substrate maps
for multiple beats and for different rhythms. OT
Vmax was more consistent beat-by-beat than
traditional bipolar Vpp. OT Vmax-based maps pro-
duced more consistent substrate map profiles
regardless of rhythm.
Porta-Sanchez and coworkers’34,35 in vivo work

applied grid-like catheters and omnipolar EGMs to
a preclinical environment in more realistic sce-
narios where factors, such as tissue contact and
movement, could be detrimental. In this study,
pigs with ventricular myocardial infarctions were
mapped. Myocardial infarction was achieved by
occluding the distal left anterior descending artery
with an angioplasty balloon. Images of the whole
heart were obtained 4 weeks after myocardial
infarction induction using MRI with late-
gadolinium enhancement to contrast infarcted
against healthy tissues. In vivo mapping was per-
formed using a research version of the Ensite
Precision� Cardiac Mapping System (Abbott,
St. Paul, MN).
In addition to comparing scar areas, this work

revisited the orientation dependence of bipolar
EGMs. Catheter orientation can make significant
differences in substrate maps such that potential
isthmuses are only observable along specific
bipolar orientations (Fig. 6).38,39 Substrate maps
created with bipolar Vpp values have low beat-by-
beat consistency on healthy and infarcted areas.
However, substrate maps created with OT Vmax
values had better beat-by-beat consistency on
both areas. OT Vmax-based maps also produced
a better representation of the infarcted areas. The
surface area of MRI late-gadolinium enhancement
scar more closely corresponded to endocardial
extent of LVA in OT Vmax electroanatomic maps
comparedwith traditional bipolarmaps. This allows
for a better, more physiologic in vivo definition of
potential VT substrate than traditional bipolar-
based substrate maps. Although in this study the
omnipolar Vmax threshold developed inMagtibay’s
work was used, additional in vivo mapping studies
should be done to account for variabilities in more
clinically realistic cases.
Importantly, Porta-Sanchez’s work relied on

triangular cliques for calculating E-fields. Previous
work with omnipolar EGMs used four closely



Fig. 6. In vivo mapping of the ventricles with omnipolar electrograms. (A) Grid-like catheter was used for map-
ping the ventricular endocardium of myocardially infracted (MI) porcine model. The bipolar orientations are
shown along which their Vpp are calculated (magenta, along; cyan, across). The clique of electrodes used to
calculate omnipolar electrograms (yellow triangle) are also shown. (B) EGMs from both bipolar orientations
and electrode cliques are shown. OTEGMs is comparable with the bipolar EGM with the largest Vpp but still offers
largest Vpp either on scarred or healthy tissues. Again, the orientation dependence of bipolar EGMs is empha-
sized. (C) Voltage maps created from bipolar EGMs from either orientation display stark differences especially
within the areas highlighted (white circle). OTEGMs, however, provide maps that have larger Vpp values, hence
better delineation of diseased areas. LV, left ventricular. (From Porta-Sanchez A, Magtibay K, Nayyar S, et al. Om-
nipolarity applied to equi-spaced array for ventricular tachycardia substrate mapping. Europace 2019; with
permission).
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spaced electrodes to comprise a square clique.
However, the omnipolar framework allows for a
minimum of three electrodes (making a triangular
clique) to characterize a traveling wave along a
two-dimensional surface. This allows grid-like
catheters such as the Advisor� HD Grid Mapping
Catheter, Sensor Enabled� (Abbott, St. Paul, MN)
to quadruple the number and density of map
points compared with the original square clique
(36 vs 9 points for HD Grid, and decrease map
point spacing from 4 to 2 mm). Traditional along
spline bipolar measurements only allowed for 12
mapping points for each acquisition. This not
only allowed for quicker creation of endocardial
maps but also offered a more detailed view on
the electrophysiology of myocardium.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Deno’s seminal work on omnipolar EGMs has
paved the way for new and exciting applications
in cardiac mapping. The concepts of traveling
waves and E-fields allow us to revisit our under-
standing of electrophysiology and re-examine
our perspective toward reading and interpreting
EGMs. Omnipolar EGMs show that one-
dimensional signals from electrodes in arbitrary
orientations cannot fully evaluate electrophysio-
logic events. Although appreciated earlier by Kad-
ish and coworkers39 and Gerstenfeld and
coworkers40,41 it was not yet practical for two-
and three-dimensional electrophysiologic signals
to be given physiologic and anatomic context in
a three-dimensional mapping system. Today,
high-density mapping catheters combine with
computers with strong graphics and computa-
tional abilities and the principles of an omnipolar
approach and traveling waves open the door to
new understandings of mechanisms and possibly
more effective arrhythmia treatments.

Most of the studies reviewed here created sub-
strate maps of voltage to better describe the
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myocardium using omnipolar EGMs. However, it is
important to recognize that omnipolar EGMs also
enable local accurate determinations of CV based
on the characteristics of a traveling wave, inde-
pendent of conventional LAT-based methods.
Although omnipolar determinations of CV and AD
require further andmore rigorous in vivo validation,
real-time, beat-by-beat, omnipolar AD vectors
could be of great use especially in VT cases. The
number and density of omnipolar AD vectors
feasible with grid-like catheters could enable clini-
cians to rapidly home in on arrhythmia sources via
drag-and-locate strategy42,43 or rapidly identify
reentrant pathways in a drag-and-map approach.
In both instances an operator may drag a grid-
like catheter within the endocardium, whereas
AD vectors and CV speeds are calculated and dis-
played beat-by-beat. A source may be located by
observing that the AD vector field radiates outward
in its vicinity and at the source the coherence of di-
rection is least. This method bypasses the need for
the creation of global LAT maps and post hoc
analysis, which is a time-consuming endeavor.
Omnipolar-based AD vectors provide reproduc-
ible, real-time, rapid localization of VT sources in-
dependent of catheter orientation. This is
analogous to a global positioning system style of
locating a target on a map.
However, as with any medical diagnostic prod-

uct, the omnipolar mapping algorithm and related
tools must undergo rigorous performance assess-
ments to ensure that the data we obtain from it are
robust and trustworthy. We must ask, in what con-
ditions does it fail, how does it fail, and how might
we avoid improper characterizations. It is impera-
tive to explore omnipolar algorithm sensitivities
(eg, clique type, electrode distance, presence of
noise, sampling rate, filter settings) from which to
develop confidence metrics to indicate the reli-
ability of data collected and maps created before
it is widely adopted into clinical practice.
SUMMARY

Omnipolar EGMs make use of the biophysical
E-fields that accompany activation along the sur-
face of the myocardium. A grid-like electrode
array provides bipolar signals in orthogonal direc-
tions to deliver catheter-orientation-independent
assessments of cardiac electrophysiology.
Omnipolar EGM features are currently used for
two mapping categories: substrate voltage and
activation propagation. In addition to comprehen-
sive maps of cardiac chambers, omnipolar algo-
rithms on three-dimensional mapping systems
make possible local, beat-by-beat visualizations
of maximal bipole voltage and orientation and
CV. OT’s E-field loop and traveling wave treat-
ment of omnipolar EGMs enables determination
of activation speed and direction, bypassing
ambiguous inconsistent LAT annotation. Such
abilities have made possible the live mapping of
wavefront propagation without time consuming
mapping of entire heart chambers.
Studies with myocyte monolayers, isolated ani-

mal and human hearts, and anesthetized animals
have validated the tenets of omnipolar EGMs. Op-
ticalmapping and traditional LAT determinations of
conduction speed and direction, under controlled
circumstances, were found consistent with those
fromOT.Omnipolar EGMs fromatria and ventricles
avoided a tendency for bipole directionalmismatch
to underestimate voltage, suggesting improve-
ments to delineation of diseased areas of myocar-
dium responsible for the initiation and/or
maintenance of arrhythmias. The combination of
information from omnipolar-based vectors and
voltage values may also aid in localizing areas of
wave fractionation and/or collision during fibrilla-
tory episodes. In addition to working to identify
clinical benefits of omnipolar EGM, it is also impor-
tant to compare traditional and omnipolar algo-
rithms looking for situations where one or both
seem less trustworthy. Confidence metrics should
be developed before OT evaluations of direction
and speed are pushed toward real clinical applica-
tions. Ultimately, the goal of omnipolar EGMs is to
better characterize myocardial substrate through
reintroducing the fundamentals of cardiac
electrophysiology to avoid catheter-orientation
dependence.
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